Updated Tags

If you are the manager of any tags within the Navigate platform, please be sure you are updating those as we have ended spring 2021. Since tags are manually updated, we want this information to be as accurate as possible! A list of the current tags within the platform can be found HERE.

Active Student Definition

Students are now considered active in the Navigate platform if they are currently enrolled, have been enrolled in the past two years, and have a future admit term. However, we only look at the future admit term one term in the future. Therefore, any new student admitted for fall 2021 will now appear in Navigate since we have moved to summer 2021.

Canvas Site for Training

A new Canvas site has been developed to provide training for those that need access to the platform. Even if you already have access to the platform, you are more than welcome to join us as new resources will be added on a regular basis. To gain access to the Navigate Training Canvas site, please email Lauren Thomas, lthomas@vt.edu.

Potential Hybrid Model

Upper administration is aware advising may want to offer bimodal advising when students return to campus in the fall. We are looking into this and what the set-up is going to need to look like and waiting on guidance from EAB Navigate as we are not the only institution requesting this capability. We will be sure to provide any guides or resources needed.
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